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Abstract. A computational algorithm is proposed for image enhancement based on total variation minimization with constraints.
This constrained minimization problem is introduced by Rudin et al [13, 14, 15] to enhance blurred and noisy images.
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unconstrained  1 problem [3]. The resulting computational scheme, when viewed as an image enhancement process, has the feature
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1. Introduction. Let  true

	
specify the grey levels of an unknown black-and-white image in
Ω def 0

 0

. Assume that we are given an initial image  init
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, which represents the blurred and
noisy version of some true image  true
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, i.e.,
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denotes a blurring convolution operation and
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a random noise. The objective is to
recover an image 
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that is as close to the true image  true
ﬀ	
as possible.
In [14], Rudin et al suggest an image enhancement method by solving a constrained minimization
problem:
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where the subscripts
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and
	
denote the corresponding partial differentiation. The functional being mini-
mized in (1.2) is the Total Variation of an image 
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(1.3)
A solution of (1.2) provides an image with the least total variation among all the images with the standard
deviation , . The original method [13] was developed to sharpen images that have been blurred. It is
important to note that the functional being minimized is the integral of the 2-norm of the gradient   & ;  '

.
It is well known that if we wish to have a smooth image, the appropriate functional is the integral of the
square of the 2-norm of the gradient. Others [11, 16, 17] have suggested the integral of the square of the
Laplacian as the cost functional.
Osher and Rudin [13] propose to solve the minimization problem (1.2) by computing the solution of
the associated Euler-Lagrange equation. The computational procedure is based on finite differences and
seeks the steady state of a nonlinear diffusion equation with constraints. The enhancement technique has
also been applied to remove noise from an image [13, 15], and to simultaneously deblur and denoise [14].
Numerous examples given in these papers [13, 14, 15] provide convincing evidence that the method works
effectively in many situations. A comparison of this image enhancement method with other methods is
given in [15]. Dobson and Santosa [5] investigated the theoretical limitations of such a method.
The main objective of our work is to develop an efficient computational algorithm for the minimization
problem (1.2). In 0 2, we briefly describe the computational algorithm used in [13, 14, 15] and discuss its
limitations. This is followed, in 0 3, by a motivation for our minimization method which solves a discretized
problem directly. In 0 4, we describe an affine scaling method, which is a generalization from the method
proposed by Coleman and Li [3] for an unconstrained 1 1 problem. The resulting iterative method can be
regarded as an image enhancement procedure. Every iteration produces an image that has either less noise
or less blurring. Based on this incremental nature, we propose in 0 5 to use our computational method
in an interactive manner, suited for the situation when knowledge about the size of a random noise , is
unavailable or unreliable. Computational experience is reported in 0 6.
2
2. A Nonlinear Diffusion Approach. In [13, 14, 15], the constrained nondifferentiable minimization
problem (1.2) is solved by computing the steady state of a nonlinear partial differential (diffusion) equation.
Based on the Euler-Lagrange equation:
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with the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on 
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, (1.2) is solved by computing the steady
state of the nonlinear diffusion equation for 
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The operator

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is the adjoint of

;
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is the Lagrange multiplier and must be chosen so that the constraint
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=, 2 is satisfied. An artificial time evolution process is introduced. Numerical
implementation in [13, 15, 14] is carefully designed, using finite difference scheme, to step forward in time.
If the constraint
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Ω
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
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-, 2 is satisfied at each iteration, then the procedures in [13, 15, 14]
correspond to the classical Rosen’s projected gradient method [12].
There are a few difficulties with this artificial time evolution method for (1.2). Firstly, nondifferentia-
bility occurs when  &   '  0. In [13, 15, 14], a small perturbation is used to avoid nondifferentiability
numerically but this can lead to very slow convergence, and possibly represent a significant alteration to the
original cost functional. Secondly, there is no guarantee that the constraint
<
Ω
ﬀ

*
 init
 2 >, 2 will be
satisfied. Thirdly, it is difficult to choose time steps for both efficiency and reliability.
Attempts have been made to overcome these difficulties in minimizing total variation. In [7], an active-
set type method is proposed to overcome nondifferentiability. The method applies only to the case when

is the identity, i.e., when only random noise is present. Another approach is to modify the cost functional
to make it differentiable. Vogel [18] solves the perturbed problem
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where
?
is a small parameter. This modified problem is solved using a fixed-point method [18].
We develop an efficient and reliable computational algorithm for the constrained minimization problem
using an affine scaling strategy. Moreover, our computational scheme, when viewed as an image enhance-
ment process, has the added feature that it can be used interactively in situations when the information about
the variance in the noise is unreliable or unknown.
Next we describe a discretization for (1.2) and motivate our computational algorithm.
3. Solving A Discretized Minimization Problem. Instead of a continuous picture plane Ω A 0
ﬃ
 0

, we consider an array of pixels with B columns and C rows. We use D for the horizontal index and E
for the vertical, counting from the upper lefthand corner. The grey level value on pixel

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E
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rectangular pixel has width
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C . The total variation of a image 
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is therefore given
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Our subsequent presentation follows many Matlab [10] notations. Let an B[C -by-1 vector  denote an
B -by- C image matrix F . More precisely, in Matlab,   F

:

. We can calculate the total variation of a
discrete image vector  by computing the 1 1 norm
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B`C corresponding the the difference operations on
 in (3.1). Note that TV



is not differentiable whenever a component of
]
 is zero.
It is worth noting that our discretization can be given another interpretation. Instead of assuming 
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to be piecewise constant, we work with its sample values at the pixel centers +G
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This is a small departure from the original total variation but we expect it to have little effect on image
enhancement. The main advantage to this choice of discretization is that the objective function of a
discretized problem is piecewise linear instead of piecewise quadratic.
Similarly, the vector  init acbed
P
M
denotes the initial B -by- C image. Assume that

is an B`C -by- B[C
matrix in
bed
P
Mﬃf
P
M
and

 is a discretized approximation to


g	
. For a convolution operator,

is
symmetric.
Instead of the equality constraint (1.2), we propose to relax it to an inequality constraint. Specifically,
we solve the following constrained linear 1 1 problem
min
#ihkj lm7n
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,
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(3.2)
The replacement of the equality constraint by an inequality constraint is certainly consistent with the
objective of minimizing the total variation. Computationally, however, the formulation (3.2) is preferable
since a nonlinear equality constraint is difficult to follow. Our numerical experience indicates that the
images of least total variation are often found on the boundary of the feasible set, which implies that the
original problem has been solved.
Problem (3.2) is a linear 1 1 minimization with a single quadratic constraint. The nondifferentiability
is inherent in both formulations, (1.2) and (3.2), but the discretized problem of (3.2) has a linear objective
function instead of nonlinear. The difficulties due to nondifferentiability of the 1-norm and the quadratic
constraint call for a special algorithm. Computationally, solving (3.2) presents a great challenge since the
discretized problem (3.2) is typically very large (e.g.,
]
is 130816-by-65536 for a 256-by-256 image),

may be dense due to convolution, and

may not be explicitly given. We assume that the product

 is
computable for any  . We note however that even this computation can be very expensive for a convolution.
To simplify the constrained minimization problem (3.2), we reformulate it using an exact penalty
function approach. Specifically, we solve
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where
q
is a large positive constant. For a sufficiently large
q
, (3.3) and (3.2) are equivalent, e.g., [6].
Solving problem (3.3) typically involves generating a sequence of approximate solutions sﬁHtu with the
property that
p

7t
V 1
wv
p

7t
".
(3.4)
In the parlance of image enhancement, (3.4) implies that either the new image 3t
V 1 has less noise or less
blurring or both. This is certainly a desirable property for an image enhancement process.
A new image /t
V 1 can be obtained by computing a descent direction xyt for p



at /t and performing
a line search
7t
V 1

7t
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tixﬁt
.
If
p
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is differentiable at

t , we say a direction xgt is a descent direction if |
p

+t
~}
xgt
v
0. The stepsize
z
t can be obtained by a simple line search procedure to approximate the minimizer of
p

t
ﬂ:z
xgt

. Given
any descent direction xkt , a line search for min L 0 p

7t
ﬂz
xgt

can be performed relatively inexpensively.
The difficulty with solving problem (3.3) is the nondifferentiability of
p



arising when a component
of
\"]

\
1 is zero, or
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*
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\ 2
2
, 2. At a nondifferentiable point +t , a descent direction may lead to
no progress or small progress since the stepsize from min L 0 p

7t
ﬂ z
xﬁt

may be zero or extremely small.
A projected gradient method, e.g.,[2], can certainly be adapted to (3.3). At a typical iteration, a
projected gradient method handles nondifferentiability by following all the nondifferential hyperplanes
exactly, if possible. At a vertex ( B[C nondifferentiable hyperplanes for (3.3)), all but one nondifferentiable
hyperplanes are followed exactly based on Lagrangian multipliers. Since the size of an image enhancement
problem is typically large, the possibility of a projected gradient type method visiting a combinatorial
number of vertices seems formidable. Furthermore, we do not assume explicit form of the matrix

. Hence
an alternative approach is needed.
Recently, interior point methods have become a popular alternative for overcoming difficulties due to
linear constraints or nondifferentiability, e.g., [8, 1]. In addition to important theoretical advantages, an
interior point method can typically solve a large problem in a small number of iterations. Affine scaling
methods are particularly attractive interior point methods because of their simplicity. In particular, interior
point methods for solving a linear 1 1 problem of the form (
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have been considered by a few researchers, e.g., [9, 19, 3]. Amongst these, the algorithm [3] by Coleman
and Li is particularly attractive for the image enhancement minimization problem (3.3) for the following
reasons:
Algorithm [3] works on an 1 1 problem directly; hence adaptation to the enhancement problem (3.3)
can be done in a natural fashion;

Unlike other interior point methods, algorithm [3] seems less sensitive to a starting point; thus the
blurred and noisy image  init can be used as the starting point, each subsequent image will be
incrementally enhanced;
5
Algorithm [3] has appealing convergence properties: global and quadratical convergence;

In computations, algorithm [3] exhibits the typical affine scaling method behavior: a small number
of iterations are required to solve a large problem.
In the next section, we describe how we adapt the affine scaling algorithm in [3] to our image enhancement
minimization problem (3.2) using the formulation (3.3).
4. An Affine Scaling Method. The central idea of Coleman-Li’s method [3] is to employ affine scaling
to generate a good descent direction so that nondifferentiability does not immediately prohibit decrease of
the objective function
p



. Subsequently, we adapt this approach to the image problem (3.3). We assume
that the quadratic nondifferentiable function max

0
r\

*
 init
\ 2
2
*
, 2  is linearized at each iteration.
Let Łkt denote the residual and t denote the sign of the residual, i.e.,
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(4.1)
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Hence nondifferentiability of
p
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

occurs when a component of the residual Ł is zero.
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denote the Jacobian. It is easy to see that, if
p



is differentiable
at 7t , Ltﬁt equals the gradient |
p

/t

. For simplicity, we refer to tﬁit as the gradient of
p



at /t .
The difficulty with the negative gradient direction,
*
!tkt , is that it may be an extremely poor descent
direction because it can immediately encounter a nondifferentiable hyperplane and becomes ascent. Thus it
is possible that no progress or only extremely small progress can be made.
We observe that a collection of descent directions can be generated by considering solutions to
Ltr
Q 2
t

}
t
x

*
tﬁit

(4.3)
where Ut is a positive diagonal matrix. We illustrate next that t can be defined to yield good descent
directions.
It can be easily verified that the solution to (4.3) satisfies the following property:
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x
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t
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(4.4)
where
4
t
V 1 can be considered as an approximation to the Lagrangian multiplier vector with respect to (3.3).
Denote ( t def 
}
t
xgt . Let the vector
?
t denote the stepsizes to nondifferentiable hyperplanes Ł  0, i.e.,
?
t
def *
Łkt
K
(
t
where 
K
denotes the componentwise division, as in Matlab [10]. If we let t  diag

T
Łyt
T

in (4.3), using
(4.4), we have
?
t


K
t
* 4
t
V 1
"
where  is a vector of all ones and   denotes the componentwise vector division as in Matlab [10]. Under
reasonable assumptions (see [3] for details), the Lagrangian multipliers s
4
tu are bounded. Hence s
?
t 0 u
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are bounded away from zero. In other words, sufficient progress can be made along a solution xt of (4.3)
before nondifferentiability can stop decreasing of
p



. Geometrically, this means that solutions of (4.3)
will provide descent directions which are sufficiently angled away from nondifferentiable hyperplanes to
allow for large stepsizes.
Mathematically, xgt corresponds to a projected gradient under the affine transformation ˆŁ  diag

T
Łit
T
1
2

Ł
(for more detailed motivation, see [3]). The importance of this transformation can be appreciated from the
observation that, in the transformed space, the corresponding point ˆŁit of Łyt is relatively remote from all the
nondifferentiable hyperplanes.
Let the parameter  gt denote, asymptotically, a measurement of optimality, e.g.,
 gt
def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
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(4.5)
where 0 is a vector of all zeros and the operation max is as defined in Matlab [10]. By considering a
Newton step for the complementarity condition of (3.3), a better choice for ¤t is a combination of Łrt and
the Lagrangian multiplier
4
t :
Ut
def diag

T
Łyt
T
1
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T
 gt max
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T
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".
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Here   denotes the componentwise vector multiplication as in Matlab [10]. Globally, the affine scaling
matrix Ut in (4.6) is roughly diag

T
Łrt
T

. Asymptotically, this affine scaling matrix ¦t makes it possible to
obtain quadratic convergence for an 1 1 problem. We refer the reader to [3] for more motivation.
Our affine scaling algorithm for image enhancement minimization problem (3.3) works in a simple
fashion. At each iteration, we solve a system of linear equations (4.3) with t defined by (4.6), update
4
t
and perform a simple line search for minimizing
p



along xyt . Since (4.3) can be considered a weighted
least squares problem, our approach can also be regarded as an iteratively reweighted least squares method.
Taking the special structure of (3.3) into account, it is advantageous to satisfy the single quadratic
constraint
\

*
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\
2 o
, first. Computationally, this can be achieved in the process of solving
min
#ihkj l
m7n
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
*
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\ 2
2

or equivalently

}




}
 init
.
(4.7)
We choose a conjugate gradient (CG) method for this task (more details can be found in the appendix).
Incorporating this computation into the algorithm, our enhancement method is summerized in FIG.1.
The proposed enhancement procedure has an attractive feature: enhancement is achieved in an in-
cremental fashion. Step 0 corresponds to deblurring of the initial image  init (referred to as Stage 1).
Subsequently, the procedure iterates through Step 1 to Step 5 (referred to as Stage 2). The main computa-
tion/iteration of Stage 2 is solving (4.3) and performing an one dimensional line search on
p



. At this
second stage, the noise is decreased at each iteration.
Implementation details for Step 0, Step 3 and Step 4 (including issues of preconditioning) can be found
in the appendix.
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An Affine Scaling Method for Image Enhancement
Step 0 Starting from  init, compute an image  0 satisfying
\
 0
*
 init
\Uv
, by
applying a CG method for solving
min
#hkj l
m7n
\

*
 init
\ 2
2;
Set § :  0;
4
t :  0;
Step 1 Compute
Łyt
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
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q
max
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
sgn

Łyt
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1
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Łkt

2: length

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

;
Step 2 Compute  gt by (4.5); Set up affine scaling matrix ¦t :
Ut :  diag

T
Łyt
T
1
2

diag

T
 ﬁt max



T
it
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/ﬂ-
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Step 3 Solve
t;
Q 2
t

}
t
x

*
Ltﬁt ;
Compute
(
t :  
}
t
xﬁt ;
4
t
V 1 :

t
ﬂ

Q 2
t
(
t ;
Step 4 Perform a line search to obtain
z
t
min
L© 0
p

7t
ﬂz
xﬁt

and let 7t
V 1 :

7t
ﬂz
t;xﬁt ;
Step 5 Check stopping: if ª «¬¢« ª 2
ª
#
«
ª
2 o
8­
1 , terminate; otherwise, § :  §
ﬂ
1 and go
to Step 1;
FIG. 1. An Affine Scaling Method For An Image Enhancement Problem
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Original Image
Initial Image: GV=  7.0  SNR = 39.0 Enhanced Image 1: #ATAu= 21
Enhanced Image 2: #ATAu= 47
FIG. 2. Enhanced Image 1 ( ®6¯±°~²y° 2) and Enhanced Image 2 ( ®6¯ 0 ³ 9 °´²r° 2)
5. Dynamic/Interactive Image Enhancement. Thus far we have assumed that  init ,

 and ,
\\
2
are available. In practice, however, , is often estimated. The example in FIG. 2 indicates that an error in
estimation of , can significantly affect efficiency and quality of enhancement.
In FIG. 2, Enhanced Image 1 is computed with the correct size of the random noise ,:
\\
2 while
Enhanced Image 2 is obtained with estimation , 0
.
9
\\
2. This example demonstrates that enhancement
can be poor and computation can be more costly, if , is set too small. Enhanced Image 1 is clearly preferable
to Enhanced Image 2 both in quality and cost.
Since our enhancement procedure is incremental by nature, we propose to determine , in a dy-
namic/interactive fashion. When a CG method is applied in Step 0, each successive new image appears
less blurred initially and
\

*
 init
\
2 has smaller value. At certain point of computation in Step 0, we
observe that the image becomes increasingly noise corrupted. Therefore, we propose to examine each
successive image and stop the computation in Step 0 when an image  0 seems to be sufficiently deblurred
and continuation of computation introduces additional noise. Subsequently, we can set ,`¥µ
\
 0
*
 init
\
for subsequent steps with µ[¶ 1, depending on the amount of noise in the image  0 and a user’s desire for
removing it.
6. Computational Experiments. We now report our computational experience with the proposed
enhancement procedure in Matlab [10].
As described, our experiment assumes the following model
 init


 true
ﬂ L
(6.1)
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where

a[bJd
P
M
subsequently denotes a random Gauss noise.
Three types of blurring operations

 are considered in our experiment. Let F and ˆF denote B -by- C
matrices with F  

:

and


 ˆ
F

:

. We consider:
1. pure noise:



 ;
2. motion blurring: for a positive integer 1 (e.g., 1  21),
ˆ
F/G
X
I

1
1 ·
N
t
O
Q
·
F
G
X
I
Q
t

D
 1: B

E
 1: C ;
3. Gaussian blurring:
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1
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G
X
I
T
¦GJI
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º7»7¼¾½
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where

GJI
 exp
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
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 2
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D
 1:

2 1
ﬂ
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"
E
 1:

2 1
ﬂ
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and ¿ is a Gaussian variance (GV) parameter. The Matlab function conv2

F



returns a 2-
dimensional matrix convolution.
For subsequent presentation, a signal to noise ratio (SNR) for an image problem is defined as:
SNR def
\
 true
\
2
\\
2
.
In FIG. 3 – FIG. 12 we demonstrate the quality of enhancement for various two dimensional images.
In addition, the amount of computation required for each enhancement is reported. The main computation
of our enhancement procedure is the matrix-vector product
6}¾
 and
]
 . The computation of
)}
 is
usually significantly more expensive than
]
 except in the pure noise case. Hence, in addition to the number
of iterations, we report the number of
^}¾
 matrix-vector multiplications required for each enhancement
except in the pure noise case in which the number of
]
 matrix-vector multiplications is reported.
FIG. 3 illustrates an enhancement of a 432-by-512 image corrupted with severe Gaussian blurring and
mild random noise. Significant enhancement is achieved with 37 matrix-vector multiplications

}

 .
FIG. 4 illustrates an enhancement of a 200-by-320 image corrupted with severe motion blurring and
mild random noise. Significant enhancement is achieved with 24 matrix-vector multiplications

}

 .
FIG. 5 shows an enhancement of a 256-by-256 image corrupted with severe Gaussian blurring and mild
random noise. Significant enhancement is achieved with 21 matrix-vector multiplications

}

 .
FIG. 8 indicates an enhancement of a 64-by-128 image in the case of severe pure noise and mild Gaussian
blurring together with significant noise corruption. In the pure noise corruption case, no computation is
necessary for Step 0.
Image enhancement examples with pure noise are shown in FIG. 7, 11 and 12.
A small number of iterations are typically required for an image enhancement problem using our
procedure. We also observe that many nondifferentiable hyperplanes can be crossed at each iteration (i.e.,
many residual components ŁkG change their signs at each iteration).
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Initial Image: GV= 30.0  SNR = 80.0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=37 #it= 2
Original Image
FIG. 3. San Francisco (432-by-512 pixels)
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Initial Image: Motion Blurring (21 pixels) SNR = 95.0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=24 #it= 2
Original Image
FIG. 4. Clown (200-by-320 pixels)
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Initial Image: GV=  8.5  SNR = 85.0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=21   #it= 2
Original Image
FIG. 5. Chemical Plant (256-by-256 pixels)
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Initial Image: GV=  8.5  SNR = 36.2
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=16   #it= 2
Original Image
FIG. 6. Chemical Plant (256-by-256 pixels)
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Initial Image: GV=  7.5  SNR = 89.0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=27   #it= 2
Original Image
FIG. 7. Durer Etiching (156-by-256 pixels)
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Original Image
Initial Image: SNR =  5.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #Bu=91 #it= 8
Original Image
Initial Image: GV=  1.0  SNR =  5.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=11 #it= 3
FIG. 8. Jelley Beans (64-by-128 pixels)
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Original Image
Initial Image: GV=  8.0  SNR = 80.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=41 #it= 2
Original Image
Initial Image: (MB 21 pixels) SNR = 70.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=15 #it= 2
FIG. 9. Jelley Beans (64-by-128 pixels)
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Original Image
Initial Image: GV=  5.0  SNR = 10.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=13 #it= 2
Original Image
Initial Image: GV=  3.0  SNR = 36.0
Enhancencement After Step 0
Enhanced Image: #ATAu=17 #it= 2
FIG. 10. Jelley Beans (64-by-128 pixels)
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Initial Image: SNR = 10.0
Enhanced Image: #Bu=95   #it= 8
Original Image
FIG. 11. Lenna (372-by-346 pixels)
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Initial Image: SNR =  7.5
Enhanced Image: #Bu=75   #it= 7
Original Image
FIG. 12. Chemical Plant (256-by-256 pixels)
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7. Concluding Remarks. We propose a computational algorithm for a constrained nondifferentiable
minimization problem for image enhancement. Based on minimizing total variation proposed by Rudin et
al in [13, 14, 15], we directly solve a discretized linear 1 1 minimization problem with a quadratic inequality
constraint to achieve image enhancement.
Our computational algorithm uses an affine scaling technique for nondifferentiability to achieve fast
convergence. It is based on the globally and quadratically convergent method proposed by Coleman and Li
[3] for a linear 1 1 problem. A correction technique is also used for the quadratic constraint in the line search.
Because each iteration in our algorithm decreases the cost function, each iteration incrementally improves
the image. The incremental enhancement property of our method leads naturally to interactive procedure
that can be used when the amount of noise is unknown or poorly estimated.
Computationally, the algorithm is simple: the main computation for each iteration are matrix-vector
products corresponding to blurring and difference operations. It can also be regarded as an iterative
reweighted least-squares approach. Our algorithm is also suitable for a conjugate gradient implementation.
Diagonal preconditioners are used in the current implementation. Alternative preconditioners may lead to
better efficiency.
Preliminary experience with our algorithm suggests that it is effective. Significant enhancement is
typically achieved in a small number of iterations.
Additional constraints can be easily incorporated in our formulation and computational methods.
Finally, we would like to comment on the potential of our computational method for other applications.
The total variation approach can be applied to a variety of inverse problems for which resolution loss or
blurring is inherent. Examples of such problems include tomography and electrical impedance imaging,
e.g., [4]. The present computational approach can be adapted naturally to such inverse problems.
Acknowledgements. The authors express their gratitude to Tom Coleman for helpful conversation on
this work. We are also grateful to Gonzalo Arce for making some of the images used in this work available.
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Appendix. Conjugate Gradient Implementation and Line Search
Conjugate Gradient Implementation (Step 0 and Step 3). First we consider Step 0. Our objective
is to compute  0 such that
\

*
 init
\
2
v
, . Even though we do not want to solve the equation

}




}
 init

a conjugate gradient (CG) method for solving the above equation decreases
\

*
 init
\
2 at each step.
Therefore, we can compute  0 by applying a CG method for
^}¾


À}
 init until
\

*
 init
\
2 o
, .
Recall our assumption that computation of

 , instead of

, is specified. Fortunately, it is usually
straightforward to figure out computation of
R}
 , given a description for computing

 . For example, let
us assume that



conv2




"
where 
abed
·
f
·
and conv2 is a convolution operation in Matlab [10]. Then it can be easily verified that

}




.
Now we consider Step 3. Since the coefficient matrix of (4.3) is at least positive semidefinite, we again
use a CG method for solving a system of linear equations (4.3) to compute a descent direction. We point out,
however, that it is possible to form the coefficient matrix of (4.3) explicitly. Moreover, this coefficient matrix
has a special structure: a tridiagonal matrix plus a rank one update. Hence direct methods (e.g.,Cholesky)
can be used for (4.3) as well.
It is well known that performance of a CG method typically depends heavily on a preconditioner. For
computation in Step 0, we do not have an explicit representation for

}

. Hence it is difficult to obtain a
preconditioner. However, it is usually possible and inexpensive to compute the diagonal of

}

. Consider
again the case that



conv2




".
Then it can be easily verified that
diag

}
6

conv2

Wk

ones

B

C
".
In our implementation, we use diagonal preconditioners for both Step 0 and Step 3.
Line Search. After a descent direction xyt is computed in Step 3, we perform a line search procedure to
decrease
p



along xkt as much as possible. If there were no quadratic penalty term for
\

*
 init
\
2 o
, ,
this can be done with low cost in a straightforward fashion: update the ratio of decrease after crossing each
nondifferentiable hyperlane until the direction ceases to be descent.
Unfortunately, the penalty term from
\

*
 init
\
2 o
, excludes this simple line search procedure.
Nonetheless, we can perform a correction step based on the described stepsize calculation for an 1 1 problem.
Correction steps are often used for a nonlinearly constrained problem, e.g., [6].
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function [new]  Line( 

 init

x

(

Ł

 



idx);
ratio :  
}

( ;
E :  0;
z
:  0;
z
1 :
 0;
while ratio < 0 do
ratio :  ratio
*
2 Á

idx

E


(

idx

E

;
z
1 :

z
;
z
: 
?Â
idx

E

;
end
z
: 
z
1
ﬂ
max

0
.
9

1
*
 


~z* z
1

;
z¾Ã
:  StepsizeQ    x  ;
if
z@v

zÃ
& Ł

1

 0
new :  
ﬂz
)x ;
return
end
(
M
: 
À}





ﬂ{z
)x
H*
 init

;
new :  
ﬂz
Àx
ﬂ
StepsizeQ    (
M


(
M
;
while
p

new


p



do
z
:  0
.
1 
z
;
(
M
: 

}





ﬂ{z
Àx
H*
 init

;
new :  
ﬂz
)x
ﬂ
StepsizeQ    (
M


(
M
;
end
FIG. 13. A Line Search Procedure
Since it is relatively easy to compute a stepsize along any direction to the quadratic constraint
\

*
 init
\ 2
2
, 2, correction steps can be performed along the normals of
\

*
 init
\ 2
2
-, 2.
Assume that
?w
idx

lists the positive stepsizes to the hyperplanes
]

 0 in ascending order and
the function [new] = StepsizeQ(   ( ) returns the stepsize along the normal  }   *  init

from  to the
quadratic curve
\

*
 init
\ 2
2
-, 2. The pseudo-Matlab program in FIG. 13 provides a detailed description
of our line search procedure. We note that efficiency of this line search can be further improved with
additional heuristic techniques, e.g., a binary search.
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